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Problem statement. In Ukraine, the protection of human and citizen rights and freedoms is one of the main tasks of the process of reforming Ukrainian society, which is of particular importance in the context of European integration in general and the reform of the National Police of Ukraine in particular.

The Strategy for the Development of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine until 2020, within the framework of crime counteraction, draws attention to the low level of use of analytical tools of police in the fight against crime and the forecasting of relevant threats. based on the use of different sources of information (intelligence led-policing), comprehensive implementation of modern criminal analysis systems, including the Europol methodology [1].

Today we are already observing the creation of new analytical units of the National Police of Ukraine (Criminal Analysis Department of NPU) and the gradual transition of other police units to the use of modern information-analytical software and investigative methods (SOCTA), which certainly improves the effectiveness of the activities of police bodies and units during the execution tasks for the protection of human rights and freedoms and combating crime. Thus, implementing a model of proactive activity that replaces the dominant paradigm of reactive policing. Thus, with the introduction of new modern information technologies and highly intelligent software into police activity, a new field is emerging, where the issue of ensuring human rights and freedoms in the model of intelligence-led policing (ILP) is not yet
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discussed enough at the scientific level and at the legislative level, that is why this issue becomes relevant today.

**Analysis of publications that started solving this problem.** Some aspects of the use of the model of police activity, guided by analytical intelligence in the activity of law enforcement agencies, were considered in their scientific works Albul S.V., Varenko V.M., Yesimov S.S., Zaiets O.M., Ismailov K.Iu., Kytsiuk V.P., Movchan A.V., Nekrasov V.A., Ryzhkov E.V. and other scientists.

According to Udo Moller, Head of the Operations Department of the European Union Advisory Mission: «Some units of the National Police of Ukraine operate in accordance with some principles of intelligence-led policing, but at present this phenomenon is not yet part of the institutional culture of the Ukrainian police [2].

Professor Movchan A.V. in his writings analyzes the current problems of implementation in the bodies of the National Police of Ukraine model of intelligence-led policing [3, p. 17-22].

In the monograph «Organizational and legal support of analytical work in the system of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine (law enforcement and security aspects)» Professor Korystun O.Ie. examines the fundamental rights, principles and content of basic elements in the system of analytical intelligence [4, p. 254-266].

Yes, there is still some imperfection in the methods and tactics of law enforcement, which is the result of the use of an outdated crime investigation system and not implementing of intelligence-led policing [5]. Today, however, the issue of human rights observance of police intelligence is hardly raised, and it is essential to ensure the effective short-term and long-term enforcement of law enforcement agencies, including intelligence-led policing. Law enforcement measures that do not respect and protect human rights are counterproductive and ineffective in the long run, as they undermine public confidence in the police as a whole.

The article’s objective: based on the precautionary principle, the intelligence-led policing must be firmly based on human rights standards and promote the protection of human rights and freedoms, and be carried out in such a way as to ensure full respect for human rights, which is in line with the key principles of democratic policing.

**Basic content.** As for the national legislation of Ukraine governing public relations in the sphere of protection of human rights and freedoms, it is first of all the Constitution of Ukraine, laws and regulations, international treaties of Ukraine, the consent of which is provided by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Regarding specialized legal acts, it is necessary to highlight the Law of Ukraine «On National Police», which in Art. 2 stated that one of the main tasks of the police was to provide police services in the field of protection of human rights and freedoms, as well as the interests of society and the state. Section II «Principles of police activity» of the said law lists the basic principles that govern the police in its activities, namely:

- **Rule of Law.** Man, his rights and freedoms are recognized as the highest values and determine the content and orientation of the state.
- **Respect for human rights and freedoms.** The police ensure the observance of human rights and freedoms, which are regulated by the legislation of Ukraine, and restricts human rights and freedoms when urgently needed and to the extent necessary for police tasks.
- **Legality.** The police shall act solely on the basis, within the limits of their authority and in the manner specified by the legislation of Ukraine.
- **Openness and transparency.** The police ensure that public authorities and the public are kept informed of their activities in the field of protection and protection of human rights and freedoms, combating crime, ensuring public safety and order.
- **Political neutrality.** The police protect human rights and freedoms regardless of political beliefs and party affiliation.
- **Interaction with the community on the basis of partnership.** The activities of the police are carried out in close cooperation and interaction with the public on the basis of partnerships and aimed at meeting their needs.
- **Continuity.** The police ensure the continuous and round-the-clock fulfillment of their tasks [6, Art. 2, Art. 6-12].

We agree with the opinion of Kolodii A.M. and Oliinyk A.Iu., that police activity has an external and internal side. External aspect – ensuring the realization of a person's rights is characterized by the fact that the police: a) perform their tasks impartially, in exact accordance with the law; b) respects the dignity of the person and shows a humane attitude towards him;
Discriminatory assumptions can be used as a more effective tool in policing [10, p. 24]. Alternative legal profiling methods based on specific evidence of criminal behavior rather than avoid detection, picking up people who do not meet the predefined «profiles» signs. Assumptions regarding nationality, ethnicity, or religion is discriminatory, and has proven to (police activity against persons based on them) on stereotypical, broad, and unqualified prosecution of transnational organized crime groups» gave an example of ethnic profiling.

Kyiv, «Implementing proactive, operational-based and information-based approaches to the international best practices. For example, at the OSCE event on December 12-13, 2019 in

focus on respect for human rights and freedoms in intelligence-led policing, and cite specific regional training materials trainings on the subject. OSCE Handbook on Police Based on Operational Data and Information, as well as other (OSCE) Transnational Threats Transnational Threats Unit, which in June 2017 issued an

law enforcement activities of Ukraine.

In their teaching materials and during trainings, the EUAM and the OSCE constantly focus on respect for human rights and freedoms in intelligence-led policing, and cite specific international best practices. For example, at the OSCE event on December 12-13, 2019 in Kyiv, «Implementing proactive, operational-based and information-based approaches to the prosecution of transnational organized crime groups» gave an example of ethnic profiling (police activity against persons based on them) on stereotypical, broad, and unqualified assumptions regarding nationality, ethnicity, or religion is discriminatory, and has proven to be an ineffective measure since it can be easily circumvented and, that criminal groups may avoid detection, picking up people who do not meet the predefined «profiles» signs. Alternative legal profiling methods based on specific evidence of criminal behavior rather than discriminatory assumptions can be used as a more effective tool in policing [10, p. 24].

According to Art. 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, no
person shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her personal and family life, arbitrary or unlawful encroachments on the integrity of his home or the secrecy of his correspondence or unlawful encroachments on his honor and reputation, and everyone has the right to protect the law against such interference or encroachment [8].

In order to ensure that intelligence-led policing are in line with international human rights standards and to avoid adversely affecting human rights, a number of fundamental principles must be observed when designing and implementing such activities at the national level [11, p. 57-59]:

- The legal, administrative and institutional framework for the implementation of intelligence-led policing. ILP must be based on clear and precise legal provisions that will set out the conditions in which they are to be implemented and ensure that they do not jeopardize human rights. In addition, police officers involved in intelligence-led policing should be properly trained in applying these laws, methods and rules in accordance with national and international human rights standards.

- Legality, necessity and proportionality of limitations of human rights. Such as the prohibition of torture and certain elements of the right to a fair trial, are absolute and cannot be restricted in all circumstances, international human rights treaties allow restrictions to be placed on certain rights, but only within clearly defined parameters (such as freedom of movement, right to privacy, freedom of expression, assembly, freedom to profess one's religion). Accordingly, interventions related to the conduct of police activities aimed at obtaining intelligence are only permissible when they are required by law and necessary in a democratic society for the legitimate purpose specifically mentioned in relevant international human rights standards and proportionate to this goal: that is, the law is the rule, restraint should remain the exception, and interference should always be the least intrusive means of achieving the goal.

- Equality, non-discrimination and tolerance. Ensuring everyone's human rights without discrimination on any grounds, such as race, color, gender, language, religion, political or other beliefs, national or social origin, property status, birth or other status. The protection of equality before the law and the prohibition of discrimination are the main responsibilities of the police in a democratic society. Therefore, when collecting, processing and analyzing information and intelligence, law enforcement agencies should, for example, refrain from discriminating. Similarly, when it comes to decision-making on the basis of operational data and information, police officers should exercise due care to avoid unduly harsh action on specific communities that could lead to discrimination. Particular attention should also be paid to the different impact of strategic decisions in the field of analytics-driven policing on women and men. Therefore, diversity and gender should be mainstreamed into police activities aimed at obtaining intelligence, which should be regularly reviewed for any discriminatory influence they may have on women and men or on specific communities.

- Effective remedies, oversight and accountability. International human rights standards provide for the right of every person whose rights or freedoms are violated to effective remedies by a competent judicial, administrative or legislative body. Because intelligence-led police activities can lead to potentially excessive human rights interventions, effective and affordable remedies for human rights violations that may result from these activities are important. In addition, to ensure that proper internal and external oversight mechanisms are in place to ensure the accountability of agencies and individual law enforcement agencies involved in intelligence-led policing. Such mechanisms may include control and oversight of executive bodies, legislative oversight committees, and independent external oversight and complaint mechanisms that enable individuals to obtain protection to ensure appropriate safeguards against abuse in the use of intelligence-led policing [10, p. 25].

Conclusions. Thus, the National Police of Ukraine has today adopted a modern management model for decisions on reasonable allocation of resources, taking into account the directions and spheres of activity of serial crimes and organized criminal groups, which involves the incorporation of intelligence analytical function in the overall Ukrainian law enforcement system. In this process, a new sphere of interaction between police officers and the public is formed on the basis of intelligence-led policing, which has a number of features, including in matters of respect for fundamental rights and freedoms of man and citizen, as the collection of data and information, as well as their processing, analysis and joint use, are integral elements of intelligence-led policing. Clear observance of human rights and freedoms is essential to ensure the short and long term effectiveness of the National Police. Law
enforcement activities that are abused and/or neglected are human rights that are counterproductive and ineffective in the long run, as they significantly undermine public confidence in the police. Therefore it is important that the various operational methods of gathering information, which represent different degrees of interference with human rights, have effective control by the judicial or other independent bodies, which are requested by police to seek appropriate action.
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Summary

In the article the basic national and international norms and principles are examined, which are used by police officers in conducting intelligence-led policing to ensure the standards of human and citizen rights and freedoms. It is noted that criminal analysis, being a specific type of information and analytical activity of the police, forms a new sphere of interaction of police officers with the society on the basis of analytical intelligence, which has a number of features, including in matters of respect for fundamental rights and freedoms of man and citizen. It is concluded that the violation of human rights and freedoms in the model of police intelligence-led intelligence is counterproductive and ineffective in the long run, since it undermines citizens' trust in the police, so it is important that different operational methods of collecting information that interfere with human rights should have effective scrutiny by the judicial or other independent bodies to which police officers seek prior permission to carry out these activities.
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LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PURCHASE, STORAGE
AND WEARING OF WEAPONS IN UKRAINE

Дмитро Казначєв, Дмитро Мусаєлян.
ПРАВОВІ ВИМОГИ ЩОДО ПРИДБАННЯ,
ЗБЕРІГАННЯ ТА НОСІННЯ ЗБРОЇ В УКРАЇНІ.

Джерела нормативно-правових актів, що регламентують порядок придбання, зберігання та продажу вогнепальної зброї громадянам України, які є об'єктами визнання та збройної та продажу вогнепальної зброї фізичним особам, організаціям, відповідності їх сучасним реаліям. Прово- диться ретроспективний аналіз щодо їх виконання вогнепальної зброї будь-якими осібами, зокрема, зберігання та продажу вогнепальної зброї відповідно до змінних у процесі розвитку збройної та користування зброєю, ситуації, права, умови та підстави за яких громадяни України можуть придбати у власне користування зброю вогнепальну зброю. Особливі умови придбання проведено спеціального навчання навичкам